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AUTOMATION
We create complete solutions for measuring, testing 
and assembly systems from planning to production
to assembly and commissioning.

Convince yourself of NMH -
                                                    Innovation is our world



- the flexible and individually adaptable solution for your production -

In the course of the further automation of its own production, NMH has 
developed a flexible and innovative solution for automation and modernization of 
individual production areas. NMH works closely with a large number of manufac
turers of machining centers to achieve an optimal result and to integrate our solu
tions optimally in existing production structures. Regardless of whether individual, 
small series or large series production - our development can be used anywhere. 
We offer our customers a for your existing production area and yours needs tailo
red solution.

Would you like to automate your production without renewing the existing struc
tures? Then contact us...

We will provide you with a free, individually tailored offer.

AUTOMATION
NMH robotic solutionsNMH robotic solutions

AUTOMATION
NMH Automation - Our new automation solution for the production area Features:

>>  Telescopic robot axis
>>  Universal workpiece shelves
>>  Easy to dismantle
>>  Universal gripper for up to six variants                    
>>  Plausibility check based on component contours 
>>  Hydraulic clamping devices with exchange units
>>  Safe interfaces to the control unit                            
>>  Setup part shelves for various setup towers               
>>  Innovative protective elements
>>  Pneumatic and hydraulic component controls      
>>  Cleaning and testing processes for quality control
>>  Adaptation of magnetic chucks
>>  Removable index unit



NMH GmbH 
Am Flugplatz 2 | D-88367 Hohentengen
Telefon +49 (7572) 7619-0
Telefax  +49 (7572) 7619-29
info@nmh.de | www.nmh.de

®

NMH is one of the „hidden champions“ for complex measuring, testing and assembly 
systems. The company employs around 100 people at the Hohentengen location. NMH
offers complete solutions from planning through production to assembly and Installation. 
Almost all German premium automobile manufacturers and their suppliers are 
NMH customers.
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